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ON ws-CONVERGENCE OF PRODUCT MEASURES

ERIK J. BALDER

A number of fundamental results, centered around extensions of Prohorov’s theorem, is proven
for the ws-topology for measures on a product space. These results contribute to the foundations of
stochastic decision theory. They also subsume the principal results of Young measure theory, which
only considers product measures with a fixed, common marginal. Specializations yield the crite-
rion for relative ws-compactness of Schäl (1975), the refined characterizations of ws-convergence
of Galdéano and Truffert (1997, 1998), and a new version of Fatou’s lemma in several dimensions.
In a separate, nonsequential development, a generalization is given of the relative ws-compactness
criterion of Jacod and Mémin (1981). New applications are given to the existence of optimal equi-
librium distributions over player-action pairs in game theory and the existence of most optimistic
scenarios in stochastic decision theory.

1. Introduction. Several models in operations research, statistics, economics, and opti-
mal control share a common primitive structure. It is characterized by the following aspects:
(1) Decision rules in their most natural form are functions from some underlying outcome

space � into a set S of decisions. If the decision maker adopts a certain function f , then
to each outcome � in � she associates the decision f ��� in S.
(2) The cost of each decision rule is evaluated by aggregation over outcome-decision

pairs. Letting g��� s� denote the immediate cost of taking decision s under the outcome �,
the aggregate cost of using decision rule f , which leads to the outcome-decision pairs
���f ����, � ∈ �, could be given by

∫
�
g���f ������d��, where � is some distribution

over the outcome space.
We give some examples: (i) Based on an observation � the statistician-decision maker

must decide about accepting or rejecting a certain hypothesis. Her decision rules are called
test functions and their expected cost is called risk. She is interested in minimizing this risk
over a certain subclass of test functions. (ii) Based on the condition � of a machine, the OR-
decision maker must decide to perform preventive maintenance or to renew the machine (or
not). He does so by means of a (one-period) maintenance policy, and is interested in their
expected cost. (iii) Based on a (nonstochastic) time variable �, the controller-decision maker
must take an instantaneous control decision. She calls her decision rules control functions
and is interested in minimizing some total cost integral over time, whose integrand may also
involve instantaneous values of an associated trajectory, over a subset of feasible control
functions. (iv) To each player � in a game, the economist-decision maker wishes to assign
a certain action. He calls his decision rules action profiles. Although he has no immediate
integral criterion by which to judge the effectiveness of an action profile, a related criterion
of this type can often be constructed by artificial means (see Example 3.1 below).
It seems rather obvious that the mathematician-decision maker should be interested in the

analytical properties of aggregate cost functionals of the type Jg � f �→
∫
�
g���f ������d��,
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such as their (semi)continuity, inf-compactness, etc. At its bare minimum, such a study
would seem to require that � be equipped with a �-algebra � and one or more measures �.
On the other hand, as is already demonstrated by the case where there is only a single
outcome, the action space S would need a topology for such an analysis to proceed; for
additional measurability purposes, one would then use the Borel �-algebra ��S� on S.
Further, given the need for aggregation over �, the decision rules in this model would have
to be measurable as functions from ����� into �S���S��.
Unless � is discrete, it is mathematically naive to expect that these barest of requirements

would lead to an analytically satisfactory structure for the decision sciences mentioned
above. For instance, if � is the usual Lebesgue unit interval 	0�1
 and if S is the two-
element set �0�1�, then it is well known that the sequence �rn� of Rademacher functions,
as defined in Example 1.1, does not have a limit in any classical sense (and neither does
any of its subsequences). By Tychonov’s theorem, it has convergent subnets in the product
topology on �−1�1�	0�1
, but since we wish to integrate over 	0�1
 this observation is to no
avail. It is true that by adding 1

2 to S (i.e., by assuming that 1
2 allows an interpretation as

a decision and by taking S �= �0� 1
2 �1�), one can save the day for classical limits in this

example: �rn� converges weakly in L1�	0�1
� to the constant r� ≡ 1
2 . However, only for a

very limited class of cost integrands g does such weak convergence of �rn� to r� entail
convergence of the corresponding risks �Jg�rn�� to Jg�r��. This deficiency can be detected
quickly by considering the quadratic cost g��� s� �= s2. Then Jg�rn� =

∫ 1
0 r

2
n = 1

2 for all
n ∈ �, but Jg�r�� = 1

4 . It can be shown that, for convergence of �Jg�rn�� to Jg�r�� to go
through in this example, g��� s� must be linear in s among other things—note that this also
forces us to extend the decision space S further to �.
Given the difficulties of determining the precise cost integrand in many decision problems

and the concomitant need for flexibility in their theoretical description, this does not seem
to be the right way to proceed. Rather, the analysis should be able to treat a more substantial
class of cost integrands g. The solution is to extend the decision space much more radically,
by allowing for mixed decisions, i.e., probability measures on the original decision space
S (admittedly, in some decision contexts, mixed decisions could occur quite naturally and
already be a part of the standard model). This idea is due to L.C. Young; in turn, his seminal
work on generalized curves in the calculus of variations and relaxed control functions in
optimal control theory was inspired by Hilbert’s twentieth problem. For instance, in the
simple example above, we can associate to �rn� the mixed decision rule � that assigns to
each � the probability measure that places probability 1

2 on decision 0 and 1
2 on decision 1.

One then gets

lim
n
Jg�rn�= J̃g����(1.1)

not just for g��� s� �= s2 considered above, but for all bounded, �⊗��S�-measurable cost
integrands g � �×S→ � for which g��� s� is continuous in the decision variable s. Here
we denote by

J̃g�� �=
∫
�

[ ∫
S
g��� s�����ds�

]
��d���

the aggregate cost of any mixed decision rule . Mathematically speaking, such mixed
decision rules are precisely transition probabilities with respect to ����� and �S���S��
(see below). Going one step further, we can also denote (1.1) as

lim
n

∫
�×S

g d�n =
∫
�×S

g d���(1.2)

where �n�A× B� �= ��A∩ r−1
n �B�� and ���A× B� �= ∫

A
�����B���d�� define finite

measures on ��×S��⊗��S��. This is the preferred form in which this paper studies both
ordinary decision rules, such as rn, and generalized decision rules, such as �. Also, in this
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form they are equipped with the ws-topology, which is our main subject. For instance, in
(1.2) the sequence ��n� is stated to converge to �� in the ws-topology (cf., Theorem 3.1
below). To summarize, the trade-off discussed here is that “good” convergence properties
for the decision rules, with respect to a large class of cost integrands, are bought at the
price of enlarging the space of decision rules by allowing for mixed decision rules and/or
their associated measures on outcome-decision pairs.
After giving this motivation for the paper, we describe its mathematical framework in

greater detail. Let ����� be an abstract measurable space and let S be a topological space
that is completely regular and Suslin; we equip S with its Borel �-algebra ��S�. As is
explained below (see (2.3)ff.), no essential loss of generality is suffered by supposing S
to be a metric Suslin space instead of a completely regular Suslin space, so the reader
is at liberty to think of S as a metric Suslin space. Recall here that a Polish space is a
separable space that can be equipped with a metric for which it is complete. Recall also
from Definitions III.67 and III.79 in Dellacherie and Meyer (1975) that a Suslin [respec-
tively Lusin] space is a Hausdorff topological space which is the image of a Polish space
under a continuous [respectively continuous injective] mapping. Hence, both Polish and
Lusin spaces are special instances of Suslin spaces. Another useful reference is Schwartz
(1975). Different names and definitions are sometimes attached to these notions as well. For
instance, a Borel space in the sense of Definition 7.7 in Bertsekas and Shreve (1978) (that
is, a topological space that is homeomorphic to a Borel subset of a Polish space) is precisely
a metrizable Lusin space. Indeed, by the second part in Theorem III.17 of Dellacherie and
Meyer (1975) such a space is metrizable Lusin and, conversely, any metrizable Lusin space
is a Borel space by Definition III.16 of Dellacherie and Meyer (1975).
Let ���× S� be the set of all finite nonnegative measures on ��× S��⊗��S��. On

this set the following weak-strong topology (ws-topology for short) was introduced by Schäl
(1975) (here, as usual, �b�S� stands for the space of all bounded continuous functions on S).
Definition 1.1. The ws-topology on ���×S� is the coarsest topology for which all

functionals � �→ ∫
A×S c�s���d��� s��, A ∈ �, c ∈�b�S�, are continuous.

This is one of several equivalent definitions discussed in Theorem 3.7 of Schäl (1975).
The ws-topology is called the “measurable-continuous topology” by Jacod and Mémin
(1981) and the “narrow topology” by Galdéano and Truffert (1997, 1998). If a sequence
��n� in ���×S� converges in the ws-topology to a limit �� ∈���×S�, then this will
be indicated by �n→ws��. A standard argument shows the ws-topology to be Hausdorff.
It “straddles” two classical topologies on ���� and ��S�; here ���� is the set of all non-
negative finite measures on ����� and ��S� the set of all such measures on �S���S��.
Definition 1.2.
(i) The s-topology on ���� is the coarsest topology for which all functionals � �→ ��A�,

A ∈ �, are continuous.
(ii) The w-topology on ��S� is the coarsest topology for which all functionals � �→∫

S
c�s���ds�, c ∈�b�S�, are continuous.
Clearly, the s-topology is the finest topology on ���� for which � �→ �� �= ��·×S�,

the marginal projection from ���× S� onto ����, is continuous. Similarly, the w-
topology is the finest one on ��S� for which � �→ �S �= ���×·�, the marginal projec-
tion from ���× S� onto ��S�, is continuous. Conversely, it is not possible to describe
the ws-topology solely in terms of these marginal topologies, because different measures
in ���× S� may have the same marginal projections. Important compactness results for
the s-topology can be found in Gänssler (1971). The w-topology is well known under
the name weak (or narrow) topology. It has been studied extensively in probability and
measure theory; e.g., cf., Ash (1972), Billingsley (1968), Dellacherie and Meyer (1975),
and Schwartz (1975). Schäl (1975) gives some fundamental results for the ws-topology
(for S separable and metric). These include Theorem 3.7 of Schäl (1975), which extends the
classical portmanteau theorem. In Theorem 3.10 of Schäl (1975), he also gives a criterion
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for relative ws-compactness, but only in terms of w-compactness in ���×S� (see Corol-
lary 2.2). For this, he additionally supposes � to be topological. As also shown by him, the
ws-topology leads naturally to a topology for policy-induced measures, the ws�-topology,
that is useful for existence in stochastic dynamic programming; see Nowak (1988) and
Balder (1989b, 1992) for related subsequent work. Independently, Jacod and Mémin (1981)
also study the ws-topology. Their choice for a Polish space S opens up a richer variety of
results (the present paper’s more frugal choice for a completely regular Suslin space S does
the same). While their portmanteau-type Proposition 2.4 is still covered by Theorem 3.7 of
Schäl (1975), their Theorem 2.16 goes considerably further. In their Theorem 2.8, Jacod
and Mémin (1981) also give a relative ws-compactness result that goes further than the cor-
responding result of Schäl (1975) in that it addresses the situation where the measurable
space ����� is abstract (but with S Polish, as already mentioned before). The portmanteau-
type results of Jacod and Mémin (1981), cited above, were recently refined by Galdéano
(1997) in her doctoral thesis and by Galdéano and Truffert (1998), notably in connection
with variational convergence. Like Jacod and Mémin (1981), they use abstract ����� and
Polish S.
The foundations for the ws-topology in Schäl (1975), which lie in statistical decision

theory, have much in common with the foundations of what is now often called Young mea-
sure theory. See Warga (1972) and, more recently, Balder (1984b, 1995, 2000a, b), Valadier
(1990), and Pedregal (1997). The principal object of study there is the so-called narrow
topology (alias Young measure topology) for transition probabilities, which we now recall.
A transition measure (alias kernel) with respect to ����� and �S���S�� is a mapping
̃ � � �→��S�, such that ̃�·��B� � � �→ ̃����B� is �-measurable for every B ∈��S�. We
denote the set of all such transition measures by � ���S�. A transition probability (alias
Markov kernel) is a transition measure ̃∈� ���S� which takes only values in the set ��S�
of all probability measures on S. Let 	���S� be the set of all such transition probabilities;
thus, for ̃ ∈ � ���S�, we have ̃ ∈	���S� if and only if ̃�·��S� ≡ 1. See §2.6 in Ash
(1972), Definition IX.1 of Dellacherie and Meyer (1975), and §III.2 of Neveu (1965) for
technical backup. In Young measure theory, the measurable space ����� is endowed with a
fixed measure �∈����. Now there corresponds to every ̃∈� ���S�—and in particular to
every ̃ ∈	���S�—a canonical product measure (possibly infinite) on ��×S��⊗��S��;
it is given by

��⊗ ̃��E� �=
∫
�
̃����E����d��� E ∈ �⊗��S��

E.g., see §2.6 in Ash (1972) or §III.2 in Neveu (1965). Here, E� denotes the section of E
at �. Observe that �⊗ ̃ ∈ ���× S� whenever ̃�·��S� is �-integrable. The following
definition was given in Balder (1984b); as we mentioned above, it is stated for a fixed
measure �:
Definition 1.3. The narrow topology on 	���S� is the coarsest topology for which

all functionals  �→ ∫
A×S c�s���⊗��d��� s��, A ∈ �, c ∈�b�S�, are continuous.

Note that this is one of several equivalent definitions; cf., Theorem 2.2 of Balder (1988).
Clearly, the mapping  �→ �⊗ is continuous from 	���S� into ���×S�. Moreover, if
we identify transition probabilities that only differ on a �-null set, then Definitions 1.1 and
1.3 entail that the mapping  �→ �⊗ is a homeomorphism between 	���S�, endowed
with the (quotient) narrow topology, and the subset �� �= �� ∈ ���× S� � �� = �� of
���× S�, endowed with the relative ws-topology. Indeed, by a well-known disintegra-
tion result (see (2.1) below), �� is precisely the set ��⊗  �  ∈ 	���S��. Hence, the
ws-topology generalizes the narrow topology for transition probabilities. As shown by the
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following example, the connections are less direct in the opposite direction:
Example 1.1. Let � be the unit interval 	0�1
, equipped with the Lebesgue �-algebra

�� and the Lebesgue measure �. Let r1��� �= 1 if �∈ 	0� 1
2 
 and r1��� �= 0 if �∈ � 12 �1
, and

extend r1 to � by periodicity with period 1. Let rn��� �= r1�2n−1��. Consider the sequence
��n� in ����, given by �n�A� �=

∫
A
rn d�. Then it follows by standard arguments that

�n�A�→ ���A� �= ��A�/2 for every A ∈�. Consider also the sequence �n� in 	���S�,
defined by n��� �= �rn��� (we use S �= �0�1�). Here, �a is the usual notation for the Dirac
point measure at a∈ �0�1�. By the same sort of argument (see Example 2.6 in Balder 1988),
it follows that �n� converges narrowly to the constant transition probability � ∈	���S�,
defined by ���� �= ��0 + �1�/2. This holds both when � is equipped with � or with
�� = �/2. Now �n⊗n →ws ��, with �� �= ��⊗ �1. To see this, observe that for every
A ∈� and c ∈�b�S�, one has

∫
A×S c d��n⊗n�=

∫
A
rn���c�rn������d��=�n�A�c�1�→

���A�c�1�. Consequently, we do not have �n⊗n →ws ��⊗�.
While this example shows that the reverse direction is not without some intricacy, this

paper will show that, nevertheless, the reverse route is still a viable one, which leads to
many new results for the ws-topology. Our principal tool on this route is a canonical rede-
composition of the product measures. Namely, relative compactness and related questions
for the ws-topology, including all questions involving the ws-convergence of sequences, can
essentially be resolved by a rather refined apparatus developed for the study of narrow con-
vergence of transition probabilities, that is to say, by modern Young measure theory. Given
the results already obtained within this theory (see Balder 1984b, 1988, 1995, 2000a, b),
we shall describe the route in detail, but not all the details to which it leads, for this would
be unnecessarily repetitive. Instead, we present some major results that have currently no
counterpart whatsoever in the cited literature on the ws-topology. These include the fol-
lowing: (i) Theorem 2.2, a simultaneous generalization of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 and
Komlós Theorem 2.3, (ii) Theorem 2.6, a complete, useful characterization of sequential
ws-convergence in terms of Komlós-convergence (i.e., in terms of pointwise w-convergence
of averages), (iii) Theorem 3.2, an upper semicontinuity result for the pointwise support sets
of a ws-convergent sequence, and (iv) Theorems 2.4 and 5.1; these form two further exten-
sions of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 and generalize the above-mentioned compactness criteria
of Schäl (1975) and Jacod and Mémin (1981) (see Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 5.2). The
usefulness of these results is illustrated by some applications, including a new version of
Fatou’s lemma in several dimensions (Theorem 4.1). An application to the upper semiconti-
nuity of Cournot-Nash equilibrium correspondences is given in Balder and Yannelis (2000).

2. Three Prohorov-type theorems. Recall from Theorem 1 of Valadier (1973) that a
measure � ∈ ���× S� can be decomposed (or disintegrated) as follows: There exists a
transition probability � in 	���S� (the latter set was introduced in §1), such that

��E�=
∫
�
�����E���

��d��� E ∈ �⊗��S��(2.1)

Notice that this decomposition yields a transition probability � (determined uniquely
by � modulo a �-null set), even though � itself need not be a probability measure. In
terms of §1, (2.1) states that � can be decomposed into the product measure ��⊗ � .
Observe also that the condition in Valadier (1973) that the marginal �S of � be Radon
follows by Theorem III.69 of Dellacherie and Meyer (1975), in view of the fact that S is
Suslin. Now suppose that �⊂���×S� is such that the collection �� of its �-marginals,
defined by �� �= ��� � � ∈ ��, is dominated by some � ∈ ���� (from now on, this
will be called marginal domination of � by �). Correspondingly, for any � ∈ �, we
indicate by �̃� ∈
1

������ an arbitrary but fixed version of the Radon-Nikodym density
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of �� with respect to �. Then (2.1) can be restated as follows (from now on we call this
redecomposition):

��E�=
∫
�
̃�����E����d��� E ∈ �⊗��S��(2.2)

That is to say, every � ∈ � can also be decomposed as �⊗ ̃� , where ̃� ∈ � ���S� is
now a transition measure; it is given by ̃���� �= �̃��������. Observe that this implies
�̃� = ̃��·��S�. The notation for � , ̃� and �̃� introduced here will also be used in the
sequel. Particular examples of marginally dominated sets � are:

(i) Any sequence ��n� in ���×S�.
(ii) Any subset � of ���×S� for which �� is relatively s-compact.
Here the first case is evident (e.g., � �=∑

n 2
−n��

n /�1+�n��×S�� marginally dominates
��n�), and the second case follows by Proposition 2.2 below. To some extent, the fact
that sequences are always marginally dominated, regardless of relative s-compactness of
the marginals, explains the finer results that we shall obtain for sequences. The following
definition is classical; see Billingsley (1968), Dellacherie and Meyer (1975), or Schwartz
(1975):
Definition 2.1. A set M ⊂��S� is tight if for every � > 0 there is a compact K� ⊂ S

such that sup�∈M ��S\K�� < �.
We recall Prohorov’s famous theorem (Theorem 1.12, page 170 of Prohorov 1956). It

asserts that tightness in the classical sense of Definition 2.1, together with boundedness,
constitutes a sufficient condition for both relative sequential w-compactness and relative
(topological) w-compactness in ��S�:

Theorem 2.1 (Prohorov). If M ⊂��S� is tight and bounded, then
(i) M is relatively sequentially w-compact;
(ii) M is relatively w-compact.

Recall that M is said to be bounded if sup�∈M ��S� is finite. Part (i) of this theorem can
be found in Theorem 6.1 of Billingsley (1968) and part (ii) in Theorem III.59 of Dellacherie
and Meyer (1975). A fine point in part (i) is that Billingsley (1968) requires S to be metriz-
able. However, our completely regular Suslin space S has a weak metric, i.e., a metric d
whose topology is not finer than the original topology on S (e.g., see Theorem III.66 of
Dellacherie and Meyer 1975). Indeed, observe that by complete regularity the functions in
�b�S� separate the points of S. Hence, by the Suslin property and Lemma III.31 of Castaing
and Valadier (1977), a countable subcollection �ci� in �b�S� already separates the points. So

d�s� z� �=
�∑
i=1

2−i�1+	ci	��−1
ci�s�− ci�z�
(2.3)

forms a weak metric on S (here 	ci	� �= supS 
ci
). It follows that �S�d� is also Suslin, and
on compact sets the two topologies are actually equivalent. Moreover, the corresponding
Borel �-algebras coincide by Corollary 2, page 101, of Schwartz (1975). From these facts
it is not hard to deduce that the above part (i) of the theorem still holds in our setting (cf.
Theorems 2.4, 2.5 in Balder 2000a). We now extend tightness as in Definition 2.1 in two
versions. The first of these comes from Young measure theory (see Berliocchi and Lasry
1973, and Balder 1979, 1984b), where it is simply called tightness. We shall use it to extend
Theorem 2.1(i), i.e., the sequential part of Prohorov’s theorem, in two different forms (see
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 below). The second version of tightness, which we call
ws-tightness, is more demanding. It serves for extensions to the ws-topology of both the
sequential part (i) of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 and the nonsequential part (ii). This is done
in Theorems 2.4 and 5.1 respectively.
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Definition 2.2.
(i) A set � ⊂ ���× S� is tight if there exists a �⊗��S�-measurable function h �

�×S→ 	0�+�
, such that the set �s ∈ S � h��� s� ≤ �� is compact for every � ∈� and
� ∈ �+ and such that sup�∈�

∫
�×S hd� <+�.

(ii) A set �⊂���×S� is ws-tight if � is tight and �� is relatively s-compact.
Observe that ws-tightness of � ⊂ ���× S� implies that sup�∈� ���× S� < +�, i.e.,

� is bounded (just note that � �→ ���� is s-continuous on the compact s-closure of ��).
To compare the new definition of tightness with the classical one in Definition 2.1, we give
an equivalent version of part (i) of Definition 2.2. We do so by means of the following
proposition (cf. Jawhar 1984, and Exercise 10 on page 109 of Bourbaki 1974, Chapter 5).

Proposition 2.1. For every �⊂���×S� the following are equivalent:
(a) � is tight in the sense of Definition 2.2(i).
(b) For every � > 0, there exists a compact-valued multifunction �� � �→ 2S , with �⊗

��S�-measurable graph gph��, such that sup�∈� ����×S�\gph��� < �.
Here gph �� �= ���� s� ∈�×S � s ∈ ������.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Let h be as in Definition 2.2(i). Take ����� �= �s ∈ S � h��� s� ≤

�/��, with � �= sup�∈�
∫
hd�. Then, clearly, �� has a measurable graph and compact

values. To see that the inequality holds also, we simply observe that � ≥ ∫
��×S�\gph ��

�/� d�
holds for all � ∈�.

(b) ⇒ (a): Take � �= 3−n; rather than taking finite unions of multifunctions, we can
suppose without loss of generality that the multifunctions �1/3n are pointwise nondecreasing
(in n). Now, set h��� s� �= 2n if s ∈ �1/3n+1���\�1/3n ��� and h��� s� �= 0 if s ∈ �1/3���.
Then it is easy to see that h has the properties required in Definition 2.2(i). �

It is clear from this proposition that classical tightness as in Definition 2.1 is generalized
by tightness in the sense of Definition 2.2 (simply trivialize the space ����� by taking �
equal to a singleton or by setting � �= �����).

Proposition 2.2. For every �⊂���×S�, the following are equivalent:
(a) �� is relatively s-compact.
(b) �� is relatively sequentially s-compact.
(c) �� is dominated by a measure � ∈ ���� and the corresponding collection

��̃� � � ∈�� of densities is uniformly �-integrable.
Proof. Each of (a), (b), and (c) implies boundedness of �� (i.e., sup�∈� �

��S� <+�).
So the equivalences hold by Theorem 2.6 of Gänssler (1971). Observe that 2.6(iii)
of Gänssler (1971) states only uniform absolute continuity, but, in combination with
sup�∈�

∫
�
�̃� d�= sup�∈� �

��S� <+�, this yields uniform �-integrability as stated in (c)
(apply Proposition II.5.2 in Neveu 1965). �

This shows that the relative s-compactness condition in Definition 2.2(ii) can be stated
in several alternative ways. The next result applies in particular when � ⊂ ���× S� is
ws-tight; its version for the narrow topology for transition probabilities is well known. The
proof does not make any use of the Suslin property of S (it only uses the separability and
metrizability of S); thus, this proposition extends Remark 3.11 of Schäl (1975).

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that � is countably generated and S is metrizable (i.e., S
is metrizable Suslin). Then every � ⊂���×S�, such that �� is relatively s-compact, is
metrizable for the ws-topology.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2, there exists a dominating measure � ∈ ���� for ��.
By hypothesis, there exists a countable (at most) algebra �0 ⊂ �, which generates the
�-algebra �. Let us write �0 �= �Aj � j ∈ ��. By Proposition 7.19 of Bertsekas and Shreve
(1978), there exists a countable subset �c′i� of �b�S�, such that for any net ���� in ��S�
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and any �̄ ∈ ��S�, the following is true: lim�

∫
S
c′i d�� =

∫
S
c′i d�̄ for every i ∈ � implies

�̄ = w− lim� �� . Now set

����� ′� �=∑
i� j

2−i−j�1+	c′i	��−1

∣∣∣∣ ∫
Aj×S

c′i d�−
∫
Aj×S

c′i d�
′
∣∣∣∣�

First, observe that this defines a metric on ���× S�, which is not finer than the ws-
topology. It remains to prove that �̄ =ws− lim� �� for any net ���� in �, and any �̄ ∈�,
such that lim� ����� �̄� = 0. To this end, let A ∈ � and c ∈ �b�S� be arbitrary. Define
�̄A �= �̄�A×·� and �A

� �= ���A×·� in ��S�. By the above property of �c′i�, the hypoth-

esis lim� ����� �̄� = 0 implies �̄Aj = w− lim� �
Aj
� for every j. In particular, this gives

lim�

∫
Aj×S c d�� =

∫
Aj×S c d�̄ for every j. By Theorem 1.3.11 in Ash (1972), there exists

for every � > 0 a set Aj ∈�0, such that
∫
�

1A−1Aj 
d�< �. Using boundedness of �, it fol-

lows that on �, the functional � �→ ∫
A×S c d� is the uniform limit of a certain sequence of

functionals � �→ ∫
Aj′ ×S c d�. Therefore, we conclude that lim�

∫
A×S c d�� =

∫
A×S c d�̄. �

Remark 2.1. In their Proposition 2.10, Jacod and Mémin (1981) claim that ���×S�,
as a whole, is metrizable for the ws-topology if � is countably generated, regardless of
any s-compactness of marginals. The present author does not know a counterexample to
this claim, but wishes to point out that the proof of Proposition 2.10 on page 535 of Jacod
and Mémin (1981) is unconvincing. Namely, for � �= 	0�1
 and trivial S it already breaks
down for the sequence ��1/2n � and �0 in ����. In that situation, �0, the algebra of finite
disjoint unions of right-open and left-closed intervals with rational endpoints, generates � �=
��	0�1
�. But while �1/2n �A�→ �0�A� for every A ∈ �0, which is in complete accordance
with the hypotheses on page 535 of Jacod and Mémin (1981), we have �1/2n �B� �→ �0�B�
for B �= �1/2j � j ∈ ��.
The remainder of this section is devoted to three different extensions of the sequential

part (i) of Theorem 2.1, and to an associated characterization of sequential ws-convergence.
Given this sequential orientation, it should not come as a surprise that it only makes use of
the sequential compactness of the subsets of S used in Definition 2.2(i) (by using the weak
metric of (2.3), it is clear that such sequential compactness is implied by compactness—
note that the converse need not be true). In other words, for the sole purpose of extending
part (i) of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1, one could phrase Definition 2.2(i) in terms of sequential
compactness; this was done in Balder (1989c, 1990, 1995, 2000a, b). In Balder (1989c,
1990), the following intermediate, nontopological mode of convergence was introduced
and studied in a more abstract context. For sequences ��n� in ���× S�, we shall use it
to characterize ws-convergence completely in terms of the associated sequence �̃�n� in
� ���S�.
Definition 2.3. Given � ∈����, a sequence �̃n� of transition measures in � ���S�

K-converges under � to ̃� ∈ � ���S� (notation: ̃n →��K ̃�) if for every subsequence
�̃nj � of �̃n� there is a �-null set N in �—possibly depending on that subsequence—such
that

1
m

m∑
j=1

̃nj ���→w ̃���� in ��S� for every � ∈�\N�(2.4)

Example 2.1.
(i) Independent and identically distributed sequences in 	���S� provide concrete and

interesting examples of K-convergence. For instance, let � �= 	0�1
 be equipped with
the Lebesgue measure � and let �rn� be the sequence of Rademacher functions rn��� �=
sgn�sin�2n���� (set sgn 0 �= 1 by default). For S �= �1�−1�, we can define n��� �= �rn���.
Then the random measures n � 	0�1
→ ���1�−1�� are independent and identically dis-
tributed. By Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers, which can be applied to every
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subsequence of �n� (observe that ���1�−1�� has dimension 1), we obtain n →��K �
with � ≡ ��1+ �−1�/2.
(ii) A less interesting illustration of K-convergence is as follows. Let �̃n� and ̃� be

given in � ���S� with ̃n��� →w ̃���� in ��S� for �-a.e. � in �. Concretely, for
� �= 	0�1
, equipped with the Lebesgue �-algebra � and the Lebesgue measure �, and for
S �= �0� we could take the following sequence �̃n�. For � ∈ 	0�1/n
 let ̃n�����0�� �= n
and for �∈ �1/n�1
 let ̃n�����0�� �= 0. Also, let ̃������0��= 0 for all �∈�. This exam-
ple also shows that, unlike ws-convergence in ���×S� and K-convergence in 	���S�,
K-convergence in the space of transition measures � ���S� need not preserve aggregate
measure in the limit. Notably, in the above situation, ��⊗ ̃n���×S� equals 1 for all n∈�,
but it equals 0 for n=�.
In Example 2.1(i) Kolmogorov’s theorem is actually applied uncountably many times

(viz. once for each subsequence). Each such application yields an exceptional �-null set N
(i.e., the null set that figures in Kolmogorov’s limit statement). While Definition 2.3 allows
for this, it does not mean perforce that the total number of exceptional null sets N involved
in Definition 2.3 is uncountably infinite as well. For instance, in Example 2.1(ii), one and
the same null set can serve for all subsequences. The following fact, however, is elementary:
for any ��n� and �� in �:

lim
m

1
m

m∑
j=1

�nj = �� for every subsequence ��nj � of ��n� implies �n → ���(2.5)

This means that in Example 2.1(i), the uncountable number of applications of Kolmogorov’s
theorem is indeed matched by an uncountable number of exceptional null sets. This finding
underlines the importance of the null sets in Definition 2.3: Their plurality distinguishes
stronger from weaker modes of convergence in � ���S�.
Next, we state a useful lower semicontinuity property of K-convergence. This combines

a Fatou- and a Fatou-Vitali-type result. Recall here that a normal integrand on �× S
is an �⊗��S�-measurable function g � �× S → �−��+�
, such that g��� ·� is lower
semicontinuous on S for every � ∈�.

Proposition 2.4. If ̃n →��K ̃� for �̃n� and ̃� in � ���S� and � ∈����, then the
following hold:

(i) lim infn
∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃n�≥

∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃�� for every nonnegative normal integrand

g on �×S.
(ii) lim infn

∫
�×S g d�� ⊗ ̃n� ≥

∫
�×S g d�� ⊗ ̃�� for every normal integrand g on

�×S that is bounded below, provided that �̃n�·��S�� is �-uniformly integrable.

Proof. (i) Let � �= lim infn
∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃n�. For elementary reasons, there is a sub-

sequence ��⊗ ̃nj � of ��⊗ ̃n�, such that � = limj

∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃nj �. Set �n��� �=∫

S
g��� s�̃n����ds� for n ∈�∪ ���. Then �= limj

∫
�
�nj d�. Of course, this implies also

� = limm

∫
�
�1/m�

∑m
j=1�nj d�. Now (2.4) gives lim infm�1/m�

∑m
j=1�nj ��� ≥ ����� for

�-a.e. �, because the function g��� ·� is lower semicontinuous and nonnegative on S (apply
Theorem III.55 of Dellacherie and Meyer 1975). Hence, an application of Fatou’s lemma
gives �≥ ∫

�
�� d�. Since

∫
�
�� d�= ∫

�×S g d��⊗ ̃∗�, the proof of (i) is finished.
(ii) Again we set � �= lim infn

∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃n�. As before, there exists a subsequence

�̃n′� of �̃n� for which �= limn′
∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃n′�. By uniform integrability of �̃n′�·��S��

and the Dunford-Pettis theorem, there exist a further subsequence �̃n′j � of �̃n′� and a
function �∗ ∈
1

������, such that

�̃n′j �·��S�� converges to �∗ in the weak topology ��
1
�������


�
� �����(2.6)
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By (2.4) we have �1/m�
∑m

j=1 ̃n′j ���→w ̃���� for �-a.e. �, so in particular �1/m�×∑m
j=1 ̃n′j ����S�→ ̃�����S�. Because of (2.6), the same averages �1/m�

∑m
j=1 ̃n′j �·��S�

also converge weakly to �∗ in ��
1
��


�
� �. As is well known, these two facts together imply

̃�����S�= �∗��� for �-a.e. � (use the Lebesgue-Vitali theorem). By hypothesis, there is
a constant � ∈ �, such that g ≥−�. So g+� is a nonnegative normal integrand on �×S.
By part (i),

�+� lim inf
j

��⊗ ̃n′j ���×S�≥
∫
�×S

g d��⊗ ̃��+���⊗ ̃����×S��

Here lim inf j��⊗ ̃n′j ���× S� = limj

∫
�
̃n′j �·��S�d� = ∫

�
�∗ d�, as follows by (2.6). So,

in view of ̃��·��S�= �∗ �-a.e., the inequality simplifies to �≥ ∫
�×S g d��⊗ ̃��. �

For �̃n� in 	���S� ⊂ � ���S� uniform integrability as in part (ii) of the above
proposition holds trivially by ̃n�·��S� ≡ 1 for all n. Hence, the distinction between parts
(i) and (ii) in the above proposition is not encountered in Young measure theory.
Our first and central extension of Theorem 2.1(i) can now be stated. It states that tightness

is a sufficient condition for “relative compactness” for K-convergence in ���× S� (as
Komlós-convergence is nontopological, parentheses are called for). Recall from §2 that
a sequence ��n� is always marginally dominated by some measure � ∈ ����, causing
every �n, n ∈ �, to be redecomposable as �⊗ ̃�n , by virtue of (2.2).

Theorem 2.2. If ��n� in ���× S� is tight, bounded, and marginally dominated by
� ∈����, then there exist a subsequence �̃�n′ � of �̃�n�, and a transition measure ̃∗ ∈
� ���S�, such that ̃∗�·��S� is �-integrable and ̃�n′ →��K ̃∗.

If one trivializes �����, then it is easy to see that Theorem 2.2 reduces to part (i) of
Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 (use (2.5)). On the other hand, if one trivializes S, then Theorem 2.2
reduces to Komlós’ theorem, which is as follows (see Komlós 1967 or Chatterji 1973):

Theorem 2.3 (Komlós). Let ��n� be a sequence in 
1
������, such that

supn
∫
�

�n
d� < +�. Then there exist a subsequence ��n′� of ��n� and a function

�∗ ∈
1
������, such that for every further subsequence ��n′j � of ��n′� there is a �-null set

N—possibly depending on that subsequence—such that

lim
m→�

1
m

m∑
j=1

�n′j ���= �∗��� for every � in �\N�

Beautiful connections exist between Theorem 2.3 and Kolmogorov’s strong law of large
numbers; e.g., see Aldous (1977) and Chatterji (1985). Very directly—e.g., see the exer-
cise on page 217 of Stout (1974) or see Valadier (1991)—Theorem 2.3 implies the SLLN,
and hence extends it to sequences of nonindependent random variables. Therefore, the
SLLN is also extended by Theorem 2.2, which generalizes Theorem 2.3, as we saw above.
Theorem 2.2 also extends the very similar Prohorov-Komlós theorem for transition proba-
bilities in Theorem 5.1 of Balder (1990); however, that result does not reduce to Komlós’
theorem if S is trivial. Our second extension of Theorem 2.1(i) is as follows:

Corollary 2.1. If ��n� in ���× S� is tight, bounded, and marginally dominated
by � ∈ ����, then there exist a subsequence ��n′� of ��n�, a measure �∗ ∈ ���× S�,
marginally dominated by �, and a nonincreasing sequence �Ap� of sets in �, such that
limp ��Ap�= 0 and

lim
n′

∫
A×S

c�s��n′�d��� s��=
∫
A×S

c�s��∗�d��� s��

for every p ∈ �, A ∈ �, A⊂�\Ap and c ∈�b�S�.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a subsequence ��n′� of ��n� and ̃∗ ∈ � ���S�,
such that ̃∗�·��S� is �-integrable and ̃�n′ →��K ̃∗. The former means that �∗ �=�⊗∗ is
well defined in ���×S� (see §1). Also, we have supn

∫
�
�̃�n d�= supn �n��×S� <+�.

Hence, by the biting lemma (see Gaposhkin 1972, or Brooks and Chacon 1977, p. 17),
there exists a sequence �Ap� that decreases to a null set, such that ��̃�n� is uniformly
�-integrable over �\Ap for every fixed p ∈ �. For A⊂�\Ap, p ∈ �, it remains to invoke
Proposition 2.4(ii) twice: Set � �=A and set first g��� s� �= c�s�, and then g��� s� �=−c�s�.
This gives limn

∫
A×S c d��⊗ ̃�n�=

∫
A×S c d��⊗ ̃∗�. In view of (2.2) and the definition of

�∗, this finishes the proof. �

We shall now give a quick proof of Theorem 2.2 by means of the abstract generalization
of Komlós’ Theorem 2.3, given in Theorem 2.1 of Balder (1990) (see Balder and Hess
1996 for further developments in this direction). This proof requires only a slight extension
of the demonstration of Theorem 5.1 of Balder (1990), as given in §5 of that reference.
A more elaborate proof of Theorem 2.2, starting directly from Theorem 2.3, could be given
along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.8 in Balder (2000a). (To do this, one first obtains
a preliminary subsequence by applying Theorem 2.3 to ��̃�n� and then proceeds similarly
to pages 32–33 in Balder 2000a.)
Proof of Theorem 2.2. To apply Theorem 2.1 of Balder (1990), we slightly modify

the substitutions made in §5 of Balder (1990). We now take its E to be ��S�, equipped with
the w-topology; this takes the place of E =��S� as in Balder (1990). Consequently, the last
line on page 12 of that reference must be adapted as follows: h���x� �= ∫

S
h′��� s�x�ds�+

x�S�, x ∈ E (here h′ plays the same role as h in Definition 2.2). This causes h��� ·�
to be sequentially w-inf-compact on ��S� for every � ∈ � by Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1.
Also, the definition of ag on page 13 of Balder (1990) must be slightly adapted: We still
define ag � �×��S� → � by ag���x� �= ∫

�×S g��� s�x�ds�, but this time we use the
bounded Carathéodory functions, i.e., bounded �⊗��S�-measurable g � �×S→ �, such
that g��� ·� is continuous on S for every � ∈�. Let 	g	� �= sup�×S 
g
; then the inequality

ag���x�
 ≤ 	g	�x�S�≤	g	�h���x� shows that Condition (B) on page 3 of Balder (1990)
continues to hold. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1 of that same reference, as
shown in its §5. �

Observe that Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 require tightness, but not ws-tightness. This
allows for situations where all marginal projections ��

n , n ∈ �, are absolutely continuous
with respect to some given � ∈ ����, but where ��

∗ is not absolutely continuous with
respect to �:
Example 2.2. Let � �= 	0�1
 be equipped with the Lebesgue �-algebra � and the

Lebesgue measure �. Let S �= �0� and define �n ∈ ���× S� by �n�A× S� �= n��A∩
	0�1/n
�. Here all ��

n , n ∈ �, are absolutely continuous with respect to �. Now ��n� is
tight (take �� ≡ S = �0� in Proposition 2.1), but not ws-tight (notice that ��

n →w �0, but not
��
n →s �0). Yet Corollary 2.1 applies, and from the preceding analysis, one sees immediately

that any nonincreasing sequence �Ap� will do for which
⋂
p Ap = �0�. For ��n′�, one can

simply take ��n� itself, and for �∗ the null measure in ���×S�.
Our third generalization of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1(i) is a full-fledged generalization to

ws-convergence. It requires the full force of ws-tightness (to see that it generalizes, one
just trivializes ����� again). This third generalization also includes the sequential versions
of Prohorov’s theorem for narrow convergence of transition probabilities in Balder (1989c,
1990, 2000a). As we know from §1, these have for �� a singleton ���. A nonsequen-
tial companion result is Theorem 5.1, given below. It extends the remaining part (ii) of
Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.4. If � ⊂ ��� × S� is ws-tight, then � is relatively sequentially
ws-compact.
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Proof. Let ��n� be any sequence in �, and let � ∈���� be as in Proposition 2.2. By
Theorem 2.2, there exists a subsequence ��n′� of ��n� and ̃∗ ∈� ���S�, such that ̃∗�·��S�
is �-integrable and ̃�n′ →��K ̃∗. Proposition 2.2, ��̃�n� is uniformly �-integrable. One

now proceeds as in the proof of Corollary 2.1 to prove �n′
ws→�∗ �= �⊗∗ by means of

Proposition 2.4. �

Theorem 2.4 can be augmented to deal with situations where S is metrizable or Polish:

Theorem 2.5. For �⊂���×S� consider the following statements:
(a) �� ⊂���� is relatively s-compact and �S �= ��S � � ∈��⊂��S� is tight.
(b) � is ws-tight.
(c) Every sequence in � is ws-tight.
(d) � is relatively sequentially ws-compact.
(e) �� ⊂ ���� is relatively s-compact and �S ⊂ ��S� is relatively sequentially

w-compact.
The following hold:
(i) In general, (a) ⇒ (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (d) ⇒ (e).
(ii) If S is metrizable, then (c) ⇔ (d) ⇔ (e).
(iii) If S is Polish, then (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c) ⇔ (d) ⇔ (e).

Observe that in parts (ii)–(iii) the w-topology on ��S� is metrizable (apply
Theorem III.60 of Dellacherie and Meyer 1975); hence, in (e) �S ⊂��S� is also relatively
w-compact.
We show now that the criterion for relative ws-compactness in Theorem 3.10 of Schäl

(1975) follows directly from part (ii) of the above theorem, in combination with the metriz-
ability Proposition 2.3. This result of Schäl (1975) has a metrizable Lusin space �, with
� =����. This allows him to consider the w-topology on ���×S�, but it is consider-
ably more than we require here. On the other hand, Schäl (1975) uses a separable metric
S, whereas we use a metrizable Suslin space S, so his result does not follow in its entirety
from our result. Note also that Schäl’s result contains a third equivalent property which we
do not wish to consider here.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that � is a topological space, with � �= ���� countably
generated, and suppose that S is metrizable. For every � ⊂ ���× S� the following are
equivalent:

(a) � is relatively ws-compact.
(b) � is relatively w-compact and �� is relatively s-compact.

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Elementary; the w-topology on ���× S� is coarser than the ws-
topology, and � �→ �� is continuous.
(b) ⇒ (a): Continuity of � �→ �� causes the marginal projection onto � of the ws-

closure �� of � to be contained in the s-closure of ��. Hence, that projection is relatively
s-compact. It follows by Proposition 2.3 that �� is metrizable. Therefore, it is enough to
prove relative sequential ws-compactness of �. But (b) implies elementarily that �S is
relatively w-compact; hence, it is also relatively sequentially w-compact (recall that ��S�
is metrizable—see the comments just after Theorem 2.5). So the desired relative sequential
compactness of � follows by Theorem 2.5(ii). �

Lemma 2.1. If � ⊂ ���× S� is such that �S ⊂ ��S� is tight in the sense of
Definition 2.1, then � is tight in the sense of Definition 2.2(i).

Proof. Since �S is tight, there exist compact sets K�, � > 0, as in Definition 2.1. Then
part (b) of Proposition 2.1 applies, with �� the constant multifunction equal to K�. By
Proposition 2.1, this shows that � is tight in the sense of Definition 2.2(i). �
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose that S is metrizable.
(i) Every w-convergent sequence in ��S� is tight in the classical sense of Definition 2�1.
(ii) Every sequence ��n� in ���×S�, such that ��S

n � is w-convergent �and in particular
every ws-convergent sequence ��n�� is tight in the sense of Definition 2.2(i).

Proof. (i) Let ��n� be w-convergent in ��S�. Since S is Suslin, every single measure
�n, n ∈ �, is tight (alias Radon) by Theorem III.69 in Dellacherie and Meyer (1975). So,
given the metrizability of S, it follows by Theorem 8 on page 241 of Billingsley (1968)
(see also LeCam 1957) that the entire sequence of ��n� is tight.
(ii) For ��n� in ���×S� and �� ∈��S�, let �S

n →w ��. By part (i), ��S
n � is tight in

the classical sense. So by Lemma 2.1, ��n� is tight in the sense of Definition 2.2(i). �

Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a) ⇒ (b): This follows directly from Lemma 2.1.
(b) ⇒ (c): A fortiori.
(c) ⇒ (d): Apply Theorem 2.4.
(d) ⇒ (e): Recall that the marginal projections � �→ �� and � �→ �S are continuous.
(e) ⇒ (c) (if S is metrizable): Let ��n� be an arbitrary sequence in ���× S�. Then

��S
n � is relatively sequentially w-compact, so Lemma 2.2(ii) applies: ��n� is tight. Since

�� is relatively s-compact, ��n� is also ws-tight.
(e) ⇒ (a) (if S is Polish): Since S is Polish, the converse Prohorov Theorem 6.2 in

Billingsley (1968) applies. Hence, the relative (sequential) w-compactness of �S implies
tightness of �S in the sense of Definition 2.1. �

By following ideas of Balder (1995, 2000a), we can completely characterize the ws-
convergence of sequences in ���×S�. This is done by means of Theorem 2.2, provided
that the Suslin space S is metrizable for its original topology. A similar characterization can
also be given for nonmetrizable S, but it would only hold for tight sequences; cf. Balder
(1995, 2000a). As applications in the next section will show, this characterization forms a
powerful tool to study ws-convergence and ws-closure. It extends Corollary 3.16 of Balder
(1995) and Theorem 4.8 of Balder (2000a).

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that S is metrizable. For every ��n� in ���×S�, marginally
dominated by � ∈����, and every �� in ���×S� the following are equivalent:

(a) �n →ws �� in ���×S�,
(b) ��̃�n� is uniformly �-integrable, �

�
� is absolutely continuous with respect to � and

every subsequence ��n′� of ��n� has a further subsequence ��n′′�, such that ̃�n′′ →��K ̃�� .

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Uniform integrability of ��̃�n� holds by Proposition 2.2. Also, con-
tinuity of the marginal projection on S gives �S

n →w �S
� in ��S�. By Lemma 2.2(ii), it fol-

lows that ��n� is tight. Since ��n� is also evidently bounded, we may invoke Theorem 2.2.
This gives that to every subsequence ��n′� of ��n� there corresponds a further subsequence
��n′′� and a ̃∗ ∈ � ���S�, such that ̃�n′′ →��K ̃∗. It remains to show that ̃∗ = ̃�� �-
a.e. (observe that ��

� is absolutely continuous with respect to � by Definition 1.2). We
already saw that ��̃�n� is uniformly �-integrable, so it follows by Proposition 2.4 that
�n →ws �⊗ ̃∗ (see the proof of Corollary 2.1). Since the ws-topology is Hausdorff, (a)
gives �⊗ ̃∗ = �� = �⊗ ̃�� , whence ̃∗���= ̃����� for �-a.e. �.
(b) ⇒ (a): Similar to the proof of Corollary 2.1, Proposition 2.4 implies that every sub-

sequence ��n′� of ��n� has a further subsequence ��n′′�, such that �n′′ →ws ��. By contra-
position, this fact immediately implies (a). �

3. Developments and applications. We begin this section by giving some applica-
tions of Theorem 2.6, the characterization result for ws-convergence of sequences in
���×S�. The following characterization of ws-convergence could be made part of a
broader portmanteau-type theorem, quite similar to what was done in Balder (1995, 2000a).
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that S is metrizable. For every ��n� and �� in ���×S�, the
following are equivalent:

(a) �n →ws �� in ���×S�,
(b) limn

∫
�×S g d�n =

∫
�×S g d�� for every bounded �⊗��S�-measurable function g �

�×S→ �, such that g��� ·� is continuous on S for every � ∈�.
(c) lim infn

∫
�×S g d�n ≥

∫
�×S g d�� for every normal integrand g on �×S, such that

lim
�→� sup

n

∫
�g≤−��

max�−g�0�d�n = 0�

In (c) the following integration convention is made: We set
∫
�×S g d�� �=∫

�×Smax�g�0�d��− ∫
�×Smax�−g�0�d��, it being understood that �+��− �+�� is by

definition equal to +�.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (c): Fix any �≥ 0 and let �� �= lim infn

∫
�×Smax�g�−��d�n. There is

a subsequence ��n′� of ��n� for which �� = limn′
∫
�×Smax�g�−��d�n′ . By Theorem 2.6,

��n′� has a further subsequence ��n′′� with ̃�n′′ →��K ̃�� and ��̃�n� is �-uniformly inte-
grable. Then Proposition 2.4(ii) implies �� ≥ ∫

�×Smax�g�−��d��. In turn, this gives
�� ≥

∫
�×S g d��. Letting � go to infinity gives the desired inequality, because

∫
�×S

g d�n ≥
∫
�×S

max�g�−��d�n−
∫
�g≤−��

max�−g�0�d�n�

for all n ∈ �.
(c) ⇒ (b) ⇒ (a): Elementary: For the first implication, apply (c) to both g and −g, and

for the second one apply (b) to g��� s� �= 1A���c�s�. �

Our next application of Theorem 2.6 is an upper semicontinuity result for the pointwise
support sets of a ws-convergent sequence. Similar results were obtained for narrow conver-
gence of transition probabilities in Balder (1995, 2000a, 2000b). Recall that the support of
a measure � in ��S� is defined as follows:

supp � �= ⋂
F⊂S
�F � F closed, ��S\F�= 0��

Recall also from Dal Maso (1993) that the Kuratowski upper limit set (alias limes superior)
LsnBn of a sequence �Bn� of subsets of S is defined as the set of all s ∈ S, such that �snj �
converges to s for some subsequence �snj �, snj ∈ Snj . If S is metrizable, it is easy to see that
the following identity holds:

LsnBn =
�⋂
p=1

cl
( �⋃
n=p
Bn

)
�(3.1)

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that S is metrizable. If �n →ws �� for ��n� and �� in
���×S�, then

supp ̃�����⊂ Lsnsupp ̃�n��� for �-a.e. � in ��

for every marginally dominating measure � ∈����. Moreover,

supp �����⊂ Lsnsupp �n��� for ��
�-a.e. � in ��

whence
������� s� ∈�×S � s �∈ Lsnsupp �n�����= 0�
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S is metrizable. If ̃n →��K ̃� for �̃n� and ̃� in � ���S�
and for � ∈����, then

supp ̃����⊂ Lsnsupp ̃n��� for �-a.e. � in ��

Proof. Because of (2.4) there is a �-null set N with �m�� �= �1/m�
∑m

n=1 ̃n���→w

̃���� in ��S� for every � �∈ N . Fix an arbitrary � �∈ N . For every p ∈ �, the port-
manteau Theorem 2.1 of Billingsley (1968) gives ̃�����Gp� ≤ lim infm �m���Gp� ≤
lim infm�1/m�

∑p−1
n=1 ̃n����S�= 0, where Gp denotes the open set �\cl ⋃n≥p supp ̃n���.

It follows that ̃�����
⋃
p Gp�= 0. By (3.1), this proves the result. �

For nonmetrizable S, this lemma continues to hold, but in a more complicated form. This
can be gleaned from analogous results for narrow convergence in 	���S� given in Balder
(1995, 2000a).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 2.6 there is a subsequence ��n′� of ��n�,

such that ̃�n′ →��K ̃�� . So the first result follows by Lemma 3.1, for the inclusion
Lsn′supp ̃�n′ ���⊂ Lsnsupp ̃�n��� is evident.
The second result is an obvious consequence of the first one: For every n ∈� and �, one

has trivially supp ̃�n���⊂ supp �n��� by (2.2), with equality of these two sets whenever
�̃����� > 0. Observe here that (2.2) continues to hold for �� because of Definition 1.2.
The third result also follows from (2.2). �

Remark 3.1. As follows from Lemma 3.1, ̃∗ in Theorem 2.2 has the following
property:

supp ̃∗���⊂ Lsnsupp ̃�n��� for �-a.e. � in ��

As a first application where Theorem 3.2 comes in handy, we generalize the main com-
pactness result of Yushkevich (1997):

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that S is metrizable. Let � � � → 2S be a multifunction
such that

���� is compact for every � ∈�,
gph � �= ���� s� ∈�×S � s ∈ ����� is �⊗��S�-measurable.

Also, let M ⊂ ���� be an s-compact set. Then �� �= �� ∈ ���× S� � �� ∈ M ,
����×S�\gph ��= 0� is sequentially ws-compact.

This extends Theorem 1 of Yushkevich (1997), where M is a singleton and ����� is a
measurable Lusin space (note that compactness is understood to be sequential compactness
in that reference—see page 459 of Yushkevich 1997). Because Yushkevich (1997) works
with a singleton M , his version of the above proposition could also be proven by means of
standard Young measure theory (this fact was also observed in Yushkevich 1997).
Proof. Clearly, �� is ws-tight by Proposition 2.1. So by Theorem 2.4, �� is relatively

sequentially ws-compact. Therefore, any sequence ��n� in �� has a subsequence ��n′� that
ws-converges to some �∗ ∈���×S�. Observe already that this implies ��

∗ ∈M by (ws, s)-
continuity of � �→ ��. By (2.2) and by definition of �� , we have supp ̃�n′ ���⊂ ���� for
all n′ for �-a.e. �. Since ���� is certainly closed for every �, it follows by Theorem 3.2
that supp ̃���� is also contained in ���� for �-a.e. �. Hence, �∗ ∈�� . �

Next, following Balder (1984a, b, 1995, 2000a, b), we enrich S by considering S× �̂.
Here �̂ �= �∪ ��� is the Alexandrov compactification of � (which is metrizable and
compact), and S× �̂ is equipped with the product topology. For n ∈ �̂ let �n ∈���̂� be the
Dirac probability measure concentrated at the point n. It turns out that such enrichment can
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be obtained entirely for free:

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that S is metrizable. For every ��n� and �� in ��S� the following
are equivalent:

(a) �n →w �� in ��S�,
(b) �n× �n →w ��× �� in ��S× �̂�.

The nontrivial implication (a) ⇒ (b) follows directly from Corollary 2.6 in Balder
(2000a). The following result, which generalizes Corollary 4.9 in Balder (2000a), is now
immediate by Theorem 2.6.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that S is metrizable. For every ��n� and �� in ���×S�, the
following are equivalent:

(a) ��n� converges in the ws-topology to �� ∈���×S�,
(b) ��n× �n� converges in the ws-topology to ��× �� ∈���× �S× �̂��.
(c) lim infn

∫
�×S g��� s�n��n�d��� s�� ≥

∫
�×S g��� s������d��� s�� for every normal

integrand g on �× �S× �̂� which is bounded from below.

The refined portmanteau-type theorems for ws-convergence, obtained by Galdéano (1997)
and Galdéano and Truffert (1998), follow easily from Theorem 3.3 and the preceding results.
This is quite similar to applications of Young measure theory to lower closure type results
in Balder (1995, 2000a, b). For instance, Theorem 2.1 of Galdéano and Truffert now follows
by invoking Theorem 3.1 and the “free enrichment principle” explained above. As another
example, we shall now essentially derive Theorem 1.2 of Galdéano and Truffert (who use
a Polish space S):

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that S is metrizable. For every ��n� and �� in ���×S�,
the following are equivalent:

(a) �n →ws �� in ���×S�,
(b) �n��×S�→����×S� and lim supn �n�gph �n�≤���gph ��� for every collection

��n � n ∈ �∪ ���� of multifunctions �n � �→ 2S , such that

gph �n is �⊗��S�-measurable for every n ∈ �∪ ����
�n��� is closed for every � ∈� and n ∈ �∪ ����

Lsn�n���⊂ ����� for every � ∈��
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): The first statement in (b) is obvious. To prove the second one, we

define g � �×S× �̂→ �−1�0� by g��� s�n� �=−1gph�n��� s�. Then it follows easily from
the given properties of ��n� that g��� ·� ·� is lower semicontinuous on S × �̂ for every
� ∈ �. In view of (a), we can apply Theorem 3.3(c) to g, which easily yields the upper
semicontinuity statement in (b).
(b) ⇒ (a): By Definition 1.1 it is clear that (a) holds if and only if �A

n →w �A
� for

an arbitrary A ∈ �, where �A
n �= �n�A× ·�. Hence, by the portmanteau Theorem 2.1 of

Billingsley (1968), here considered in ��S� instead of ��S�, it is enough to prove that
lim supn �n�A×F� ≤ ���A×F� for every closed F ⊂ S. Define Fn as the set of all s ∈ S
with dist �s�F �≤ 1/n. Then the Fn are closed and LsnFn= F� �= F . So we may apply (b) to
�n��� �= Fn for �∈A and �n��� �=� otherwise. This gives precisely lim supn �n�A×F�≤
���A×F�. �

Next, we present an application, which touches upon much of the material gathered thus
far, to the subject of equilibrium distributions in continuum game theory.
Example 3.1. Let � be an abstract set of players, equipped with a countably generated

�-algebra �. Such models, which have a continuum of players, follow Aumann (1964) and
Schmeidler (1973). Let S be a compact metric space of actions, and let ���×S� denote
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the set of all probability measures in ���×S�. Let U � �×S×���×S�→ 	−��+�

be a given function, whose interpretation is as follows: When faced with the probability
distribution � over player-action pairs, player � derives utility U��� s��� from taking the
action s. Following Mas-Colell (1984), but considerably generalizing his notions at the
same time, we say that a probability measure �∗ ∈���×S� is a Cournot-Nash equilibrium
distribution over player-action pairs if

�∗����� s� ∈�×S � s ∈ argmaxs′∈SU ��� s
′��∗���= 1�

Thus, such a probability measure �∗ assigns mass 1 to those player-action pairs ��� s� ∈
�× S whose player � is entirely satisfied with the action s in that U��� s′��∗� attains
its maximum for s′ = s. Let �CNE ⊂ ���× S� denote the set of all such Cournot-Nash
equilibrium distributions. Let Q⊂���� be a given s-compact set of probability measures,
representing the set of feasible distributions for the population of players. The set of all
feasible distributions over player-action pairs is then defined by

�Q �= �� ∈���×S� � �� ∈Q��
Also, let � � �×S→ 	0�+�
 be a given normal integrand and consider the minimization
problem

�MP� � inf
�∈�CNE∩�Q

∫
�×S

�d��

We present conditions under which (MP) possesses an optimal solution. For instance, if∫
�×S �d� measures the degree of dispersion of the distribution � (e.g., its variance), then
such an optimal solution would be a feasible Cournot-Nash equilibrium distribution with
minimum dispersion. Our conditions are as follows: (i) U��� ·� ·� is upper semicontinuous
on S ×���× S� for every � ∈ �, (ii) V ��� ·� is lower semicontinuous on ���× S�
for every � ∈�, where V ����� �= sups∈S U ��� s���. We shall argue that (a) �Q is ws-
compact, (b) �CNE∩�Q �= � and (c) �CNE is ws-closed.
Observe that �Q is ws-tight (by compactness of S, one can set h≡ 0 in Definition 2.2).

So �Q is relatively ws-compact by Theorem 2.4 (notice that �Q is ws-metrizable by
Proposition 2.3). Also, it is easy to see that �Q is ws-closed, so �Q is ws-compact. This
proves (a). Next, we prove (b) by a fixed point argument on �Q, which is subdivided in sev-
eral steps. In passing, we shall also prove (c). We start by observing that for every � ∈�Q

one has � ∈�CNE if and only if � ∈����, where
���� �= �� ′ ∈�Q � �

′����� s� ∈�×S � s ∈ argmaxs′∈SU ��� s
′�����= 1��(3.2)

In terms of V , this can be rewritten as

���� �= �� ′ ∈�Q � �
′����� s� ∈�×S � U��� s���= V �������= 1��

Step 1. Trivially, for every � ∈�Q the set ���� is convex.
Step 2. Let � ∈ �Q be arbitrary. We prove that ���� is nonempty by means of mea-

surable selection arguments. By Lemma III.14 of Castaing and Valadier (1977) the func-
tion V �·��� is universally measurable on �, so it is a fortiori measurable with respect to
the �-completion �� of �. Here, � ∈ ���� marginally dominates the s-compact set Q
(apply Proposition 2.2). Therefore, the set F �= ���� s� ∈ �× S � U��� s��� = V ������
is ��⊗��S�-measurable. So by the von Neumann-Aumann measurable selection theorem
(Theorem III.22 in Castaing and Valadier 1977) there exists a ��-measurable function
f � �→ S, such that ���f ���� ∈ F for all � ∈�. Hence, � ′ ∈���×S�, defined by

� ′�E� �=
∫
�
1E��f �����

��d���
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satisfies � ′�F�= 1 and �� ′�� = �� ∈Q (observe that the above integral makes sense since
�� is dominated by �). This is to say that � ′ belongs to ����, which is therefore nonempty.
Step 3. We prove that the multifunction � � �Q → 2�Q is upper semicontinuous. By ws-

compactness of �Q, already established, it is enough to prove that the graph of � is closed:
if � ′

n ∈���n� for all n ∈ � and �n →ws �� and � ′
n →ws � ′

� in ���×S� then, evidently,
for all n ∈ �, ∫

�×S
	arctanV ����n�− arctanU��� s��n�
�

′
n�d��� s��= 0

(the arctangent transformation serves to make the integrand bounded). Define g � �×
�S× �̂�→ 	0�+�
 as follows:

g��� s�n� �= arctanV ����n�− arctanU��� s��n��

Then the semicontinuity conditions for U and V imply that g��� ·� ·� is lower semicontin-
uous on S× �̂ for every � ∈�. Moreover, by the proof of Step 2 it follows that g is ��⊗
��S × �̂�-measurable. So g is a normal integrand on �× �S × �̂� and we can apply
Theorem 3.3(c). This gives∫

�×S
	arctanV ������− arctanU��� s����
�

′
��d��� s��≤ 0�

Taking into consideration that g is nonnegative and the strict monotonicity of the arctangent
transformation, this implies

� ′
������ s� ∈�×S � U��� s����= V ��������= 1�

i.e., � ′
� ∈�����. This proves the desired graph-closedness of �.

Step 4. Since � � �Q → 2�Q has been shown to be upper semicontinuous with closed
convex values in the compact convex set �Q, it follows by an application of the Kakutani
fixed point theorem that there is �∗ ∈�Q� such that �∗ ∈���∗�. Hence, the set �CNE∩�Q

of feasible equilibrium distributions is nonempty. Observe that the graph-closedness of
�, proven in Step 3, implies that �CNE is closed. This follows immediately from (3.2).
Our proof of (a), (b), and (c) above is therefore complete. This guarantees that �CNE ∩
�Q is nonempty and compact. Finally, the objective function � �→ ∫

�×S �d� is ws-lower
semicontinuous on ���×S� by Theorem 3.1(c). Thus, the desired existence of an optimal
solution of (MP) follows immediately by invoking the Weierstrass existence theorem.
The approach followed in the above example can be extended even further (for instance

to �-dependent action spaces). In the standard literature on the subject the set Q is merely a
singleton and �≡ 0 (i.e., the result in the example comes down to an equilibrium distribution
existence result).

4. A new multidimensional Fatou lemma. A well-known area of application of the
Young measure apparatus is formed by lower closure results “without convexity;” see Balder
(1984a, b, c, 1985, 1995, 2000a, b). We illustrate the usefulness of the results developed
thus far by giving a new type of Fatou’s lemma in several dimensions:

Theorem 4.1. Given � ∈ ���� and d ∈ �, let ��̃n� and �̃� be nonnegative func-
tions in 
1

������, such that ��̃n� converges to �̃� ∈ 
1
������ in the weak topology

��
1
�������


�
� ����. Let �fn� be a sequence of �-measurable functions from � into �d

such that �̃nf
i
n is �-integrable for every n ∈ �, and such that

ai �= limn

∫
�
�̃n���f

i
n�����d�� exists for i = 1� � � � � d,

�max�−f in�0��̃n� is uniformly �-integrable for i = 1� � � � � d.
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Then there exists an �-measurable function f∗ from � into �d, such that
∫
�
�̃�f i∗ d�≤ ai

for i = 1� � � � � d and

f∗��� ∈ Lsn�fn���� for �-a.e. � in � with �̃���� > 0.(4.1)

Proof. Take S �= �d and define �n ∈���×S� by

�n�E� �=
∫
�
�̃n���1E��fn������d��� E ∈ �⊗��S��

Of course, supn
∫
�
max�−f in�0��̃n d� <+� holds for every i, by the uniform integrability

hypothesis. Together with the existence of the limit ai, this means that

sup
n

∫
�
�̃n
f in
d�= sup

n

∫
�×S


si
�n�d��� s�� <+�� i = 1� � � � � d�(4.2)

Hence, for h��� s� �=∑d
i=1 
si
 we obtain supn

∫
�×S hd�n <+�. Also, it is obvious that the

set �s ∈�d
+ �

∑d
i=1 
si
 ≤�� is compact for every �∈�+. Therefore, part (i) of Definition 2.2

is fulfilled. Part (ii) of that definition is also fulfilled, because

��
n �A�=

∫
A
�̃n d�→

∫
A
�̃� d�=� ��A� for every A ∈ ��

Hence, ��n� is ws-tight. By Theorem 2.4, there exist a subsequence ��n′� of ��n� and a
measure �∗ in ���×S�, such that �n′ →ws �∗. Then it follows by Theorem 3.1 that

ai = lim
n′

∫
�×S

si�n′�d��� s��≥
∫
�×S

si�∗�d��� s�� for i = 1� � � � � d.(4.3)

The preceding gives � = ��
∗ . Hence, by (2.1), �∗ disintegrates as �∗ = �⊗ ∗ for some

transition probability ∗ with respect to ����� and ��d����d��. So the above can be
rewritten as ai ≥ ∫

�
	
∫
S
si∗����ds�
��d�� for i = 1� � � � � d. Besides, Theorem 3.2 gives

supp ∗���⊂ Lsn�fn���� for �-a.e. �.
The space � can now be partitioned into a nonatomic part �na and a purely atomic part

�pa. First, we deal with �pa which is, by its definition, the union of at most countably
many �-atoms Aj , with ��Aj� > 0. On each Aj the functions �̃n and fn are a.e. constant,
say with values �n�j ∈ � and sn� j ∈ �d. We now split �pa further into Ã, the union of all
Aj for which ��Aj� > 0 and its complement �pa\Ã. Then it is evident that �pa\Ã has �-
measure zero. On all Aj weak convergence of ��̃n� to �̃� comes down to limn �n� j = ��� j .
Also, (4.2) implies that supn

∑
j �n� j 
sin� j 
 < +� for i = 1� � � � � d. Hence, it follows that

supn 
sin� j 
<+� for every j with ��� j > 0 (that is, with ��Aj�> 0). Hence, by a preliminary
diagonal subsequence selection argument, we can suppose without loss of generality that on
Ã the sequence �fn� converges pointwise �-a.e. some limit function f∗. Since supp ∗���⊂
Lsn�fn����= �f∗���� for �-a.e. � in Ã, we conclude that ∗��� is the point measure �f∗���
for such �. Clearly, this meets (4.1) on Ã.
Next, on �na the measure � is nonatomic, whence also �, which is �-absolutely con-

tinuous. Thus, an application of Lyapunov’s theorem for Young measures (Theorem 5.3 in
Balder 2000a) gives the existence of a measurable function f∗ from �na into S, such that
f∗��� ∈ Lsn�fn���� for �-a.e. � in �na and

∫
�na f

i
∗ d� = ∫

�na 	
∫
S
si∗����ds�
��d�� ≤ ai

for all i.
Finally, substituting the effect of these decompositions into (4.3) gives

ai ≥
∫
�na

[∫
S
si∗����ds�

]
��d��+

∫
Ã
f i∗d�=

∫
�na∪Ã

f i∗ d� for i = 1� � � � � d.
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By choosing f∗ ≡ 0 on the �-null set �pa\Ã, it is easy to see that f∗ is now as stated in the
theorem. �

Theorem 4.1 generalizes the multidimensional Fatou lemma of Balder (1984a), which
subsumes both the original Fatou lemma of Schmeidler (1970) and the one of Artstein
(1979). All those results work with �̃n ≡ 1 for all n, and the above result does not seem
to follow from any of them. The following example shows that the positivity condition
�̃���� > 0 in (4.1) is indispensible.

Example 4.1. Let � �= 	0�1
 be equipped with the Lebesgue �-algebra � and with the
Lebesgue measure �. Let d �= 1, �̃n ≡ n−1, �̃� ≡ 0 and fn ≡ n. Then limn

∫
�
�̃nfn d�= 1,

and Lsnfn���=� for all �. By �̃� ≡ 0, this is still in agreement with (4.1).
We conclude with a new application of Theorem 4.1. Applications of the multidimen-

sional Fatou lemma of Balder (1984a), which we just generalized in terms of Theorem 4.1,
were already given in Balder (1984c) to existence in optimal control problems with singular
components, and by Balder (1984a) and Balder and Pistorius (2000) to existence of optimal
consumption plans in economics and finance. The usefulness of multidimensional Fatou
lemmas has been known for some time in mathematical economics; see for instance Green-
berg et al. (1979) for applications to competitive equilibria, which employ an earlier version
of the multidimensional Fatou lemma (generalized by both Balder 1984a and Theorem 4.1).
Example 4.2. A decision maker is uncertain about the state of nature in � �= �,

equipped with the Lebesgue �-algebra � and the Lebesgue measure �, which she believes
to be distributed according to a normal distribution with variance 1 and unknown mean
� ∈ 	−�0� �0
. Her �0 is a given bound. Denote the corresponding normal densities by p�.
A “most optimistic scenario” for the decision maker is defined to be an optimal solution of
the minimization problem

�P� � minimize J 0���u� �=
∫
�
g0���u����p������d���

over all possible decision rules u and all �, 
�
 ≤ �0, subject to certain constraints,

J i���u� �=
∫
A
gi���u����p������d��≤ �i� i = 1� � � � �m�

Here �1� � � � ��m are given constants in �. Also, a decision rule is defined to be a
measurable function u from � �= � into Z �= �p, such that u��� ∈ U��� for all � ∈
�, where U � � → 2Z is a compact nonempty-valued multifunction with �×��Z�-
measurable graph gph U . Further, the functions gi � gph U → �−��+�
, i = 0� � � � �m,
are �⊗��Z�- measurable, and gi��� ·� is lower semicontinuous on U��� for every � ∈�.
Moreover, we suppose that � �= inf0≤i≤m inf ���z�∈gphU gi��� z� >−�. Hence, the above inte-
grals exist.
We shall now prove the existence of a “most optimistic scenario” ��∗� u∗� for problem

�P� by means of Theorem 4.1, supposing that �P� has at least one feasible solution pair
�u� ��. Let a0 �= inf�P�; then there exists a minimizing sequence ��n� un� for �P�. By
compactness of 	−�0� �0
 we may suppose, without loss of generality, that ��n� converges
to some �∗ ∈ 	−�0� �0
. Also, by compactness of 	���i
, we may suppose without loss of
generality that �J i��n� un�� converges to some ai ∈ 	���i
 for i = 1� � � � �m. By continuity
of � �→ p���� for each �∈�, it follows from Scheffé’s Theorem 16.11 in Billingsley (1986)
that

∫
�

p�n−p�∗ 
d�→ 0. Hence, �n→s �� for �n�A� �=

∫
A
p�n d� and ���A� �=

∫
A
p�∗ d�.

Now define fn � �→ �m+1 by

f in��� �= gi���un����p�n���� i = 0� � � � �m�
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then it is evident that f in is �-integrable for every n and that limn

∫
�
f in d� = ai. By

Theorem 4.1 there exists an �-measurable function f∗ from � into �m+1, such that∫
�
f i∗p�∗ d�≤ ai for i = 0� � � � �m�(4.4)

and such that for �-a.e. � in � there exists a subsequence �fn��—possibly depending upon
�—with

fn����→ f∗����(4.5)

For all coordinates i= 0� � � � �m we have here f in���� �= gi���un�����, with un���� in the
compact subset U���. By taking a convergent subsequence in (4.5) and by subsequently
using the lower semicontinuity of gi��� ·�, it follows that for �-a.e. � there exists at least
one point z� ∈ U��� for which f i∗��� = limn�

f in���� ≥ gi��� z��, i = 0� � � � �m. By the
implicit measurable selection Theorem III.38 in Castaing and Valadier (1977) it thus follows
that there exists a measurable selection u∗ of U with the same inequalities, i.e., f i∗��� ≥
gi���u∗���� for i = 0� � � � �m. If we substitute this in (4.4), we find

J i��∗� u∗�≤ ai ≤ �i� i = 0� � � � �m�

So ��∗� u∗� meets the constraints of �P� and J 0��∗� u∗� ≤ a0 �= inf�P�. Hence, ��∗� u∗� is
an optimal solution of �P�.

5. A nonsequential Prohorov-type theorem. Here we extend the nonsequential (i.e.,
topological) part (ii) of Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 to the ws-topology. We show it to generalize
the corresponding criterion for relative ws-compactness in Jacod and Mémin (1981). Our
proof uses truncation of transition measures and reduces the situation to one where results
from Young measure theory can be applied. We just mention that several other purely
topological results from Young measure theory can be extended so as to yield counterparts
for the ws-topology.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that �⊂���×S� is ws-tight. Then � is relatively ws-compact.

Together with Theorem 2.4, this completely extends Prohorov’s Theorem 2.1 to the ws-
topology. Theorem 5.1 can be stated differently when S is a Polish space. We present the
following counterpart to Theorem 2.5:

Theorem 5.2. For �⊂���×S�, consider the following statements:
(a) �� ⊂���� is relatively s-compact and �S ⊂��S� is tight.
(b) � is ws-tight.
(c) � is relatively ws-compact.
(d) �� ⊂���� is relatively s-compact and �S ⊂��S� is relatively w-compact.

The following hold:
(i) In general (a) ⇒ (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (d).
(ii) If S is Polish, then (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c) ⇔ (d).

The proof is almost completely contained in that of Theorem 2.5 and will be omitted.
Theorem 2.8 of Jacod and Mémin (1981), who use a Polish space S throughout, comes
down to the equivalence (c) ⇔ (d) in the above theorem.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 5.1 by means of an extension of

Prohorov’s theorem for the narrow topology for transition probabilities. This result was
given in Theorem 2.3 of Balder (1988) for a metrizable Lusin space S. Subsequently, in
Theorem 2.2 of Balder (1989a), it was extended to the situation where S is completely
regular and Suslin, as used in this paper. For the reader’s convenience, we include its proof
as given in Balder (1989a). Recall that the narrow topology was defined in Definition 1.3.
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Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 2.2 of Balder 1989a). If for � ∈ ���� and  ⊂ 	���S�
the set ��⊗ �  ∈  � in ���×S� is tight, then  is relatively narrowly compact.

Proof. The proof is divided into two parts.
Preliminary case. First, we suppose in addition that S is metrizable. To prove relative

compactness of  for the narrow topology, it is enough to demonstrate that Theorem 2.3 in
Balder (1988) remains valid for a metrizable Suslin space S instead of the metrizable Lusin
space used there. Observe first that everything said on pages 266–270 of that same reference
continues to hold for a metrizable Suslin space S, except for the line that immediately
follows the definition of the function ĥ. Recall this definition from page 270 of Balder
(1988): ĥ �= h on �× S and ĥ �= +� on �× �Ŝ\S�. Here h is as in Definition 2.2
and Ŝ stands for the Hilbert cube compactification of S. To prove that ĥ is �⊗��Ŝ�-
measurable, the metrizable Lusin hypothesis of Balder (1988) is of immediate use, since
it implies that S belongs to ��Ŝ� by Definition III.16 of Dellacherie and Meyer (1975).
However, in case S is merely metrizable Suslin we can still prove that ĥ is ��⊗��Ŝ�-
measurable and end up with a standard �⊗��Ŝ�-measurable modification of ĥ. Here ��

stands for the �-completion of the �-algebra �. This goes as follows. Let d̂ be a metric
on the Hilbert cube and let � ∈ � be arbitrary. Observe that the set ĥ−1	0��
 in �× S
equals C �= h−1	0��
. Define u��� ŝ� �= inf s∈C� d̂�ŝ� s�; if C� = � we set u��� ·� equal
to +�. By the measurable projection Theorem III.23 in Castaing and Valadier (1977),
u�·� ŝ� is ��-measurable for every ŝ ∈ Ŝ. Also, u��� ·� is clearly continuous on Ŝ for every
� ∈�. By Lemma III.14 of Castaing and Valadier (1977), it follows that u is ��⊗��Ŝ�-
measurable. Now, by Definition 2.2, C� is compact in S, whence in Ŝ; of course, this also
means that C� is closed in Ŝ. Hence, C coincides with u−1��0��. We conclude therefore
that ĥ is measurable with respect to ��⊗��Ŝ�. At this point, the approximation argument
involving the �-completion of � on page 269 of Balder (1988) can be imitated (or, more
directly, Lemma A.1 in Balder 1984b can be applied). This gives a �⊗��Ŝ�-measurable
modification h̃ � �× Ŝ → 	0�+�
 of ĥ, for which h̃��� ·� = ĥ��� ·� for �-a.e. �. After
this, the proof on pages 270–271 of Balder (1988) can be resumed to conclude that  is
relatively compact for the narrow topology.
General case. By (2.3) we already demonstrated that S can be given a weak metric d,

whose topology is not finer than the given topology on S. Moreover, we recorded there that
the resulting metric space �S�d� is also Suslin and that its Borel �-algebra coincides with
the original �-algebra ��S� on S. Now observe that h in Definition 2.2 is a fortiori, such
that for every � ∈�, the function h��� ·� is inf-compact for the d-topology on S. By the
preliminary case above it follows that  is certainly relatively “new-narrowly” compact,
where “new-narrowly” indicates that we have switched from the original topology to the
d-topology on S. We now finish by demonstrating that, as a consequence of the given
tightness, the new-narrow topology coincides on ! �= � ∈	���S� � Ih�� ≤ �� with the
original narrow topology. Here, Ih�� �=

∫
�×S hd��⊗� and � �= sup∈ Ih��. Evidently,

on all of 	���S� the new-narrow topology is certainly not finer than the original narrow
topology. So it remains to prove the converse inclusion, relative to !. For this it is enough,
by Theorem 2.2 in Balder (1988), to prove that  �→ Ig�� is new-narrowly continuous for
any �×��S�-measurable g � �×S→ 	0�+�
, such that g��� ·� is lower semicontinuous
for every � ∈ �. Let g� �= g+ �h, � > 0. Then every g� is �×��S�-measurable, and
such that, for every � ∈�, the function g���� ·� is inf-compact; a fortiori, the latter makes
g���� ·� also d-inf-compact, whence d-lower semicontinuous. So, again by Theorem 2.2 of
Balder (1988), the functional Ig� is new-narrowly lower semicontinuous on all of 	���S�.
The identity Ig��= sup�>0�Ig� ��−���, which holds for every  ∈ !, then implies that Ig
is new-narrowly lower semicontinuous on !. �

Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Proposition 2.2, there exists a dominating measure � for
�� such that the corresponding set of densities ��̃� � � ∈�� is uniformly integrable with
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respect to �. For p ∈ � and ̃ ∈ � ���S�, we define ̃p ∈ � ���S� by truncation:

̃p��� �=
{
̃��� if ̃����S�≤ p,
null measure on S otherwise.

Fix p. Since ̃p� ≤ ̃� for every � ∈�, tightness of � as in Definition 2.2 implies

sup
�∈�

∫
�

[ ∫
S
h��� s�̃p�����ds�

]
��d��≤ sup

�∈�

∫
�×S

hd� <+��

in view of (2.2). This shows that for  p �= ��1/p�̃p� � � ∈ �� the tightness condition
of Theorem 5.3 is met. The fact that  p does not lie in 	���S�, but in the set of all
transition subprobabilities with respect to ����� and �S���S�� does not impede application
of Theorem 5.3, since it is well known that this theorem extends immediately to transition
subprobabilities (as do most other results on Young measures). Theorem 5.3 now implies
that  p is relatively compact for the narrow topology. Hence, �p �= ��⊗ ̃p� � � ∈ �� is
relatively ws-compact. We define Tp � �→�p by Tp��� �= �⊗ ̃p� . Let � be an arbitrary
ultrafilter on �. To prove relative ws-compactness of �, it is enough to prove that � ws-
converges in ���× S�. By Proposition 4.12 of Choquet (1969) the collection Tp��� is
an ultrafilter on �p. By relative ws-compactness of �p, demonstrated above, it follows
that Tp��� ws-converges to some limit in the ws-closure of �p (apply Proposition 4.15 of
Choquet 1969). Clearly, this limit must be of the form �⊗ "̃p, with "̃p ∈ � ���S� such
that "̃p����S� ≤ p for �-a.e. � (use Definition 1.1). Uniformly in p, the following bound
obviously holds:

��⊗ "̃p���×S�≤ sup
�∈�

���×S� <+��(5.1)

Further, by Definition 1.1 the inequality ̃p+1
� ����B� ≥ ̃p�����B� for all � ∈ � and all

B ∈��S� leads to ��⊗"̃p+1��A×B�≥ ��⊗"̃p��A×B� for every A∈� and B ∈��S� (first,
take B to be open for the weak metric d and use Theorem A6.6 of Ash (1972); thereafter,
approximate as in Corollary 4.3.7 of that same reference). This implies �⊗ "̃p+1 ≥ �⊗ "̃p
on �×��S�. Because of this monotonicity, the limit �∗ �= limp �⊗ "̃p forms a measure
on �⊗��S�, which is bounded by (5.1), so �∗ belongs to ���×S�. We claim that the
ultrafilter � ws-converges to �∗. To this end, fix any A ∈� and c ∈�b�S�. Then the above
definition of truncation gives for every p ∈ � and � ∈�,

�p� �=
∣∣∣ ∫
A×S

c d�−
∫
A

[ ∫
S
c�s�̃p�����ds�

]
��d��

∣∣∣≤ 	c	�
∫
��∈���̃� ���>p�

�̃� d��

where we use (2.2) and the associated identity ̃��·��S� = �̃� . By uniform �-integrability
of ��̃� � � ∈��, this implies limp→� sup�∈� �

p
� = 0. Now for any p,∣∣∣ ∫

A×S
c d�−

∫
A×S

c d�∗
∣∣∣≤ �p� +�p� +�p�

with �p� �= 
 ∫
A×S c d��⊗ ̃p��−

∫
A×S c d��⊗ "̃p�
 and �p �= 
 ∫

A×S c d��⊗ "̃p�−
∫
A×S c d�∗
.

For any fixed p, the above ws-convergence of Tp��� to �⊗ "̃p implies that �p� converges
to 0 along �. Finally, limp �

p = 0 follows by an obvious application of the monotone
convergence theorem for the positive and negative parts of the bounded function c, using
(5.1). Together, this proves that

∫
A×S c d� converges to

∫
A×S c d�∗ along �. Since c and A

were arbitrary, this proves that � ws-converges to �∗ in ���×S�. �
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